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How to Pitch: 
Garden Design

Enter this mag for 
green-thumbed readers 
through its front-of-book 
sections.

Party Photos!

The All-Media Party in 
Portland | The All-Media 
Party in Atlanta

Off The Ground: A 
Journo Logs Writing His 
First Book, Part II

A magazine pro writing his 
first book struggles to rein in 
his article-writing impulses 
to yield manuscript-worthy 
work

J-School Confidential: 
Cushy Undergrad 
Program This Ain't

Dinner with the new hubby 
are a thing of the past for our 
hustling, hopeful business 
reporter.

How to Pitch: 
Sherman's Travel

A spin-off of the popular 
travel Web site, this 
quarterly glossy seeks 
jet-setting writers who know 
the world of high-end travel.

Hey, How'd You 
Tailor Your e-Newsletter 
to New Cities?

Launched in NYC, Thrillist's 
tastemaking newsletters 
now reach readers across 
the country. The founder 
describes the challenge of 
taking his content further.

So What Do You Do, 
Howard Polskin, Sr. VP, 
Magazine Publishers of 
America
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How To Pitch: Better 
Nutrition
Pitch healthy living stories for a 
traditional audience with
alternative ideas on eating
By Peggy Bourjaily – August 7, 2007

Circulation: 350,000
Frequency: Monthly
Special issues: N/A

Background: Founded in 1938, Better 
Nutrition was one of the first magazines 
to service health food stores and their 
patrons, but you won't find it on the 
newsstands. Store owners buy copies of 
the magazine and provide it free for 

their customers. After almost 70 years, the magazine's mission is still 
"to educate the core consumers of health-food stores across the 
nation," says editor-in-chief, Nicole Brechka.

Better Nutrition's readership consists of family-oriented women in 
their 40s who are seek healthy ...
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nyc course

travel writing w/ 
james sturz

Pitch and sell travel 
articles! Learn how from 
veteran writer James 
Sturz (Travel + Leisure, 
NY Times, Men's 
Journal). learn more

nyc seminar

copy editing 
essentials

Learn essential copy 
editing skills you can 
use to get freelance 
editing gigs. learn more

special promotion

join AvantGuild, 
get $10 gift card

To celebrate our 10th 
anniversary, we're giving 
away $10 Amazon.com®
gift cards with every AG 
membership purchased 
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Ahead of MPA's annual 
conference, the man with its 
plan discusses 'magabrands' 
and explains why blogging's 
'like having a hungry farm 
animal.'

AvantGuild
benefits include 
access to How 
to Pitch and 
Pitching an
Agent articles 
and much more. 

Join now with 
the membership 
plan that's best 
for you.
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AvantGuild benefits give you access to:

How to Pitch Guides -- nearly 200 and counting! (view 
sample)
Pitching an Agent series (view sample)
From the Editors series (view sample)
The Revolving Door Newsletter and Archive (view sample) 
Transcripts from Seminars & Panel Discussions

... and much more!

View all benefits

NOTE: All membership plans now include a 1-year subscription to 
WIRED magazine (a $12 value)!

before Oct. 31.* join 
today

nyc course

advanced fiction 
w/ fiona maazel

Get your fiction edited
by former Paris Review
editor Fiona Maazel, 
who has edited Rick
Moody, A.S. Byatt, and 
Jim Shepard. learn more

nyc course

memoir writing

Write a brilliant 
memoir under the 
guidance of writer Peter 
Trachtenberg (The New 
Yorker, Harpers, Bomb
learn more

nyc course

magazine writing

Get published! Learn 
how to write articles that 
magazine editors will 
publish from Essence
executive editor 
Vanessa Bush. learn 
more
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